
Auditchain Labs and blocz to Offer Pacioli
Node as a Service Infrastructure to Investors,
Accountants, Professionals

Auditchain Collaborates with blocz

blocz, a provider of Web3 and blockchain

infrastructure, will offer Pacioli Node as a

Service to end users and join the DCARPE

Alliance Association as a member.

ZUG, ZUG, SWITZERLAND, January 25,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Auditchain

Labs AG, (https://auditchain.finance)

the developer of the world’s first and

only financial disclosure and

decentralized external Proof of

financial State validation infrastructure

announced today that it has entered

into a collaboration with blocz who will offer the Pacioli Node as a Service to end users.

blocz will join the DCARPE Alliance Association as a member and offer liquidity providers,

Jason Meyers, Lead Architect

of Auditchain Labs stated:

Collaborating with blocz

makes it really easy for

accountants, professionals

and investors to contribute

trust to the Auditchain

Protocol.”

Jason Meyers

investors, accountants and professionals the ability to

subscribe to Pacioli Node hosting and RPC service levels

that remove the technical friction of installation, operation

and maintenance typically associated with mining and

validation hardware and software.

Lee Norvall, Co-Founder and CEO of blocz stated:

“Providing this service is a big opportunity for

infrastructure providers. The crypto space needs

alternative forms of assurance. Decentralized methods

represent the best path. We are excited to assume a role

on the Auditchain Protocol and be a part of this effort”.

The Pacioli Logic and Reasoning Engine is the Proof of Financial State external validating node on

the Auditchain Protocol. Enterprises and financial intermediaries can submit to external

validation of their financial and operating condition and give comfort to their stakeholder

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://auditchain.finance
https://auditchain.finance
https://auditchain.finance
https://docs.auditchain.finance/auditchain-protocol/pacioli-logic-and-rules-engine


APPLY NOW!

communities about solvency and

performance without the need for a

centralized assurance provider.

Jason Meyers, Lead Architect of

Auditchain Labs stated: We are excited

about the collaboration with blocz. This

removes a lot of friction and

accelerates adoption of the Auditchain

Protocol. Collaborating with blocz

makes it really easy and convenient for anyone to contribute trust to decentralized financial

reporting and external validation”.

Call for applications

Applications to subscribe are now being accepted for the first 250 public beta versions of Pacioli

Node as a Service provided by blocz.

APPLY NOW!

Forward thinking accountants and professionals can become early adopters of the new Web3

accounting, financial reporting and assurance economy!

About Auditchain Labs AG

Auditchain Labs AG (https://auditchain.finance ) is the developer of the world’s first decentralized

accounting, audit, financial reporting and analysis protocol that automates financial disclosure

and provides proof of state validation on the world’s business and financial information.

Auditchain Labs AG is a founding member of the DCARPE Alliance Association and is leading the

development of the Auditchain Protocol with other members of the Alliance.

About blocz

blocz is a leading provider of decentralised edge and private cloud infrastructure. blocz delivers

the next generation of dApps, dWeb and Edge applications allowing organisations and

developers to deploy, run and scale based on demand and growth.

About DCARPE Alliance Association

The DCARPE Alliance Association is a global organisation consisting of members of the

accounting, audit, financial reporting, legal, blockchain, investment, standard setter and

regulatory community. The purpose of the Alliance is to adopt standards, provide education,

drive technology innovation and promote the adoption of continuous audit and real time digital

financial reporting using the Auditchain Protocol.

Jason Meyers

Auditchain Labs AG

78 224 86 34

https://forms.gle/pBCi46aReweHSAxYA
https://auditchain.finance
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